Do 23.11.17
18:30 CheckIn @ Kampnagel, Jarrestraße 20, D-22303 Hamburg
20:00 Welcome & Opening

Free Media on the background of the erosion of basic rights / Free Radios in territory
Media Activism is often confronted with a monopoly position of the publishing houses. The so called "social
medias" are playing a new role. But when we hoped for diversity and freedom of information, we fail again,
because of the dominance of prejudices. The idea of counterpublicity has to stand against this und we have to
examine it for it's sustainability. This idea needs intervention and organisation. Media Activism is a keyword. We
have to think it as a breathing network in a territory. The old theorem, not only to send, also to receive, has to be
used in a new way: Depth of room, whose (individual or collevtive) distances need to be transformed into (social
or collective) communication by mediality. Creating places and instruments, in which this process becomes a
collective process of production. This country needs a lot more free radios.

Thomas Fuchs

director of media authority Hamburg/Schleswig-Holstein (MA HSH)

Martin Dieckmann

ver.di // (departure of media, art and industry MA HSH)

Lasse Petersdotter

spokesman for media politics of B90/Grüne SH

Michael Nicolai

Radio CORAX, president AMARC Europe

Latoya Manly-Spain

Founding member of the PoC artist and activist collectiv "ARRiVATi"

Larry Macaulay

Refugee Radio Network

Stephanie Scholz

Moderation (Radio CORAX/Halle)

Ven. 24.11.17
08:30

radios multilingues
breakfast @FSK/@Probühne

10:00

Opening, hello everyone & informations @Probebühne

10:45

Updates about tendencies and progresses
The situations of the member radios of the federation of free radios (BFR) will be outlined, current activities and plans will be
presented, developements in media politics will be reported.
Moderation: Mark Westhusen (BFR/Radio CORAX/Halle)

12:30

Lunch @Seminarraum

13:30

MORE Voices - Concepts for reduction of obstacles of accessibility in free radios for refugees @Probebühne
Radio shows, explicitly produced by people with a background of refuge, are existing in some free radios since a few years.
Mostly those projects started with the supposition, that this group of people is affected by structural discrimination,
exclusion and racism in a special way, so that this group should express it's interests and perspectives AS refugees. At the
same time the problem of the starting point is repeating here: The way into the free radio is often much more difficult for
refugees than for other migrants or for people who are born in germany - because of precarious and unsafe circumstances in
everyday life, because of low language skills and lokal knowledge, because of lacking knowledge about the context and not
much free time, because of racism and intransparent structures and much more. The editorial group "Our Voice" from
Freiburg has started to inquire members of refugee radio projects about their experiences in the radio. The idea is to get a
better picture of the factors, that make it easier or difficult to find access into the radio structure, to become an engaged
editor on a long-term basis and to get influence on what happens in the radio. We want to discuss the question, how we can
make free radios and other community media better, so that we can create a platform for critical and resistant voices from
the refugees community and movement.

15:00

Moderation: Rufine Songue & Roubama Baba-Traoré (Radio Dreyeckland)
Exchange of experiences in everyday radio work, networking and cooperation of different radio teams @Probebühne
Perspectives of cooperation

16:30

plenum with reports from the panels @Probebühne

18:00

Go 2 Kampnagel

19:00

OFFICIAL OPENING - CMMA 2017 @ Kampnagel

19:15

Migration: Community Media - an effective tool to foster Inclusion and combat racial intolerance.
@Kampnagel
With presentation of the COMMIT Study “Spaces of Inclusion - An explorative study on needs of
refugees and migrants in the domain of media communication and on responses by community media”
Moderator: Larry Macaulay

21.00

Welcome-Party

Sa, 25.11.17
08:30

Breakfast @FSK/Probebühne

10:00

Good morning and overview on whats happening today @Probebühne

11:45

Free Radios - more than a club of old, white men?! @Seminarraum
After many years of struggles in order to have more women in all spheres of society, it now comes to the point, that strict measures in
the mainstream make women more visible, quotation becomes a standard and equality guidelines are getting developed. From the
early years of radio activism often only white, meanwhile old men stayed. They arrange and rule the free radios and their picture in
publicity. The self-comitment of solidarity, diversity, open access, participation and emancipation are not often practiced in everyday
radio life. If you take a look at the index of the freedom of press (Austria dropped from place 7 to 16, Germany from 12 to 16), you will
find, that emancipatory media is more necessary than before. We want to discuss the following questions: - Where are the alternatives
like free radios that have a traditionel self-comitment of emancipation and solidarity? How do we handle equality of gender, diversity
and change of generations? - Can digital platforms of program exchange and social media help to realize our ideals?
Moderation/Speaker: Niki Matita (Freies Radio Berlin)

13:00

Lunch @Probebühne

14:00

Pope or revolution? Diversity and leftwing claims of emancipation in conflict @Probebühne
When the portuguese radio show celebrates the pope or the "Schwule Welle" (gay wave, radio show) only plays worst mainstream hits, some radio
activists, who once claimed to create a counter publicity, start to feal a bit uneasy. On the other hand: If there would be no portuguese or gay radio
show (and in first line: if it had not existed already 30 years ago), the free radio would also have lost it's own ideal: Young gays wouldn´t have had the
possibility to get in contact with the scene via UKW in their own safe livingroom and there wouldn´t be a local source of information in portuguese
language. In everyday life of radio crews the two initial ideas of free radios - accessibility and counter publicity - get in conflict again and again. And
the more diverse the editorial teams become, especially when more members were politicly socialised at different places of this globe, the more
complex and multylayered becomes the discussion about this supposed conflict. Because: In what way are the political categories that we use in our
radio context also valid in other parts of the world? Which potentials are getting lost, when we only let our political/cultural codes rule the editorial
working?

15:30

Moderation/Referent*innen: Anna Trautwein & Niels Wätzel (Radio Dreyeckland)
What kind of structures do we need next to daily radiowork to support members with unsafe residential status? @Probebühne
Moderation: Luise Marbach (Radio CORAX)

17:30

plenum with report from the panels @Seminarraum

18:45

evening meal @Seminarraum

So., 26.11.17
09:30

Breakfast with insight into the program of today @Probebühne

10:20

working groups and open space
visite guidée de la quartier de "Gänge"
for activities who result from the workshops and the
general meeting: - statements, petitions, press releases,
- plannings & arrangements for necessary working steps

12:30

Ahoi…

